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Abstract
Experimental and discrete element methods were used to investigate the effects of joints number and
joint angle on the failure behaviour of rock pillars under uniaxial compressive test. Gypsum samples with
dimension of 200 mm×200 mm×50 mm were prepared. The compressive strength of model material was
Within the specimen, imbeded joint were provided. The joint lengthn was 6 cm. in constant joint length,
the number of joints were one, two and three. In experimental test, the angle of diagonal plane related to
horizontal axis were 0, 30, 60 and 90 degree. In numerical test, the angle of diagonal plane related to
horizontal axis were 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90 degree. The axial load rate on the model was 0.05
mm/min. the results showed that the failure process was mostly governed by both of the non-persistent
joint angle and joint nubmer. The compressive strengths of the specimens were related to the fracture
pattern and failure mechanism of the discontinuities. Furthermore it was shown that the shear behaviour
of discontinuities is related to the number of the induced tensile cracks which are increased by increasing
the joint angle. The strength of samples increases by increasing both of the joint angle and joint number.
Finally, the failure pattern and failure strength are similar in both methods i.e. the experimental testing
and the numerical simulation methods.

Introduction
Due to this fact that rock mass is a geological structure that is characterized by a set of blocks of varies
(one or more) types of rock mass and is separated by cracks of different nature, the characteristic of
pillars in broken rock mass is their complex mechanical behavior (Ranjith 2004). Uniaxial compression
loading method in a stiff testing machine is common method for the investigation of the pillar-failure
mechanism in experimental tests (Gill et al. 1993; sarfarazi 2014, 2016 (a)-(b), 2017; haeri 2016a-d). In
fact, servo-controlled testing machines are a precious tool for starting the failure of rock samples at the
prescribed deformation rate. However, stiffness ratio of the rock to the machine is a critical factor and it
can lead to instability (Hudson et al. 1972), and consequently the complexity of interpreting the results.
Generally, when a high-strength pillar penetrates into a failed material like soft and weak rocks in the roof
or bottom of a mine, it leads to quick releasing of stored energy in the pillar system and usually it
accelerates the failure progress (Tang et al. 1997a; Tang 2000). Under real and field circumstances when
the applied stress exceeds peak of its uniaxial compressive strength the pillar load capacity decrease to a
residual value and failure occurs. Recognizing the pillar-failure mechanism is vital in design studies.
Evaluation of The pillar strength can be done in three ways: empirical, statistical or analytical methods
(Sheorey 1993).

In general, researchers have used different evaluation approaches, For instance, some researchers have
used empirical and semi-statistical methods for calculations of the uniaxial compressive strength of
pillar (Tang et al. 1997b). However, this method also has disadvantages, for example in deep mines
where there is a high level of stress behavior of rock pillars is nonlinear, this method isn’t explicit. In
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addition, Kaiser (1950) indicated that the stress-induced damage in a rock pillar is irreversible. Another
issue is related to the parallel pillars, these kind of pillars can be fall at different times and it leads to
probable interaction effects between adjacent damaged pillars. Furthermore due to the heterogeneous
character of the rock mass the failure mechanisms of each pillar can also be different. As a result, it is
difficult to predict the final uniaxial compressive strength of the pillars. Numerical methods in comparison
to simpliﬁed laboratory tests and analytical methods have the advantage of being able to model complex
boundary circumstances and material characteristics, also this approach can model the mechanisms
involved in rock pillar failure (Mortazavi et al. 2009). Murali Mohan et al. (2001) in Indian coal mines
using FLAC3D simulated failed and stable pillars. Chen et al. (2009) in a tunnel excavation process used
numerical method to investigate the effects of rock pillar width on the stability behavior of three and four
parallel tunnels. Results of numerical method indicated that the interaction effects were dependent not
only on the geological conditions and tunnel cross section, but also on the widths of rock pillar. Kaiser
and Tang (1998) studied the pillar rock burst mechanism with a double-rock sample model and simulated
the progressive failure process in a pillar. Due to the advancement of computer science and the high
computing power of computers, most researchers in recent decades have become interested in the
numerical methods of determining mechanical parameters of the fractured mass (Yang 2015, Min 2003,
Esmaieli 2010, Ivars 2011, Martina 2000; Coli 2011; Khani 2013a; Khani 2013b; Ozkan Erdem 2015; Gao
2018; Qiu 2019; Sarfarazi 2021; Wang 2016; Zou 2016). In this study, uniaxial tests for rock pillar
containing non-persistent joints are carried out using experimental test and numerical simulations. Two
parameters were changed i.e. Joint angle and joint number. The evolutions of the failure pattern and
uniaxial compressive stresses with different joint dip angles and joint numbers have been estimated.

Uniaxial Compression Test For Rock-like Specimens With Echelon
Joint
In these experiments Rock-like materials were used for simulating fractured rock masses. The materials
were mixed well and a weight ratio of 2 to 1 gypsum to water was prepared. The sample size (length *
width * height) was 20 cm * 20 cm * 10 cm. To create open cracks, a thin metal plate is pre-inserting into
the material and removing it after initial hardening of specimen (Fig. 1). To eliminate accidental error and
increase the scientificity of the experiment, three identical prefabricated crack test blocks were prepared
for each group.
Linear non-persistent cracks were formed in the model. The length of joint was 6 cm and for a constant
joint length, the number of joints were one (Fig. 2), two (Fig. 3). and three (Fig. 4). the angle of diagonal
plane related to horizontal axis were 0 (Fig. 2a, 3a and 4a), 30 (Fig. 2b, 3b and 4b), 60 (Fig. 2c, 3c and 4c)
and 90 (Fig. 2d, 3d and 4d) degree.
The specimens were placed in a cool and ventilated condition for 28 days (Figs 5-7).
the electrohydraulic universal testing machine was used to performing the uniaxial compression test for
the non-persistent joints.
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The experimental system includes the test bed, loading control system and data acquisition system. The
specimen was placed in the center of the base and maintained the horizontal contact with the base.
During the experiment, the displacement loading rate was controlled to 0.05 mm/min (Fig 8).

Experimentally Observed Failure Patterns
3.1. Failure pattern of experimental specimens
a) Number of imbedded joint was 1
Fig. 9 shows the failure pattern of specimens with oriented plane angle of 0, 30, 60 and 90. When joint
angle was 0 (Fig. 9a), two tensile wing cracks initiated from joint walls and distributed parallel to loading
axis till integrated with boundaries of sample. Also, two secondary cracks initiated from joint tips and
propagates parallel to loading axis till integrated with the sample walls. When joint angle was 30 (Fig.
9b), two tensile wing cracks initiated from joint tips and distributed parallel to loading axis till integrated
with boundaries of sample. When joint angle was 60 (Fig. 9c), two tensile wing cracks initiated from joint
tips and distributed parallel to loading axis till integrated with boundaries of sample. Also, two secondary
cracks initiated from joint tips and propagates parallel to loading axis till integrated with the sample
walls. When joint angle was 90 (Fig. 9d), splitting failure was occurred in sample. The joint has not any
effect in failure process. In all samples, the Failure surface was smooth without pulverized material. This
is representative of tensile crack.

b) Number of imbedded joints was 2
Fig. 10 shows the failure pattern of specimens with oriented plane angle of 0, 30, 60 and 90. When joint
angle was 0 (Fig. 10a), four tensile wing cracks initiated from joint walls and distributed parallel to
loading axis till integrated with boundaries of sample. two other secondary cracks initiated from outer
joint tips and propagates parallel to loading axis till integrated with the sample walls. Also, two secondary
cracks initiated from inner joint tips and led to rock bridge failure. When joint angle was 30 and 60 (Fig.
10b and c), four tensile wing cracks initiated from outer joint tips and distributed parallel to loading axis
till integrated with boundaries of sample. Also, two secondary cracks initiated from inner joint tips and led
to rock bridge failure. In these configurations the columns of gypsum were separated from sample walls.
When joint angle was 90 (Fig. 10d), splitting failure was occurred in sample. The joint has not any effect
in failure process. In all samples, the Failure surface was smooth without pulverized material. This is
representative of tensile crack.

c) Number of imbedded joints was 3
Fig. 9 shows the failure pattern of specimens with oriented plane angle of 0, 30, 60 and 90. When joint
angle was 0 (Fig. 11a), four tensile wing cracks initiated from joint walls and distributed parallel to
loading axis till integrated with boundaries of sample. two other secondary cracks initiated from outer
joint tips and propagates parallel to loading axis till integrated with the sample walls. Also, four
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secondary cracks initiated from inner joint tips and led to rock bridges failure. When joint angle was 30
and 60 (Fig. 11b and c), four tensile wing cracks initiated from outer joint tips and distributed parallel to
loading axis till integrated with boundaries of sample. Also, four secondary cracks initiated from inner
joint tips and led to rock bridges failure. In these configurations the columns of gypsum were separated
from sample walls. When joint angle was 90 (Fig. 11d), splitting failure was occurred in sample. The joint
has not any effect in failure process. In all samples, the Failure surface was smooth without pulverized
material. This is representative of tensile crack.

3.2. The effect of joint number and joint angle on the strength of samples
Fig 12 shows the effect of joint angle on the strength of models. This figure was presented for three
joint number. The strength of samples was increased by increasing the joint angle. The minimum of
compressive strength occurs when joint angle was 30. The strength of sample was increased by
increasing the joint number.

Numerical Model
4.1 Particle Flow Code
One of the models used to evaluate the model particles cyclically is the PFC2D model, this model is a set of
discrete circular particles and uses the explicit time-step circulation rule (Potyondy and Cundall 2004). The
contact force between particles is based on the law of force–displacement and the particles motion are
according to the Newton's second law
As a discrete element model (DEM), ‘‘contact bond model’’ and ‘‘parallel bond model’’ are two main types of the
bond particle model. In the contact bond model, particles are held together a point of glue and contacts cannot
transfer torque. While in the parallel bond model particles are joined by surface layer of glue and contacts can
tolerate torque that induced by particles rotation. Thus, the parallel bond model can represent a cement-like
substance (Fig. 13), such as rock (Potyondy and Cundall 2004). The force between particles is reﬂected through
the contact force chain and a bond breakage will occur then, when the local stresses exceed the parallel bond
strength micro cracks are formed.
4.2 PFC2D Model Preparation and Calibration the for Rock-Like Material
In this paper for preparation a test model the standard process of generating a PFC2D assembly were used, this
process entirely is described by Potyondy and Cundall 2004. The process consists of particle generation, packing
the particles, isotropic stress installation (stress initialization), floating particle (floater), elimination and bond
installation. Since the specimens were small gravity effect and the gravity-induced stress gradient effect on the
macroscopic behavior is neglectable. Calibration of particles properties and parallel bonds in bonded particle
model were carried out using Uniaxial compressive strength and Brazilian test (Ghazvinian et al. 2012). Adopting
the micro-properties are listed in Table 1 and the standard calibration procedures (Potyondy and Cundall 2004),
a calibrated PFC particle assembly was created. Fig 14 a and b shows the experimental uniaxial compression
test and numerical simulation, respectively. Fig 14 c and d shows experimental Brazilian test and numerical
simulation, respectively. The results show good correlation between experimental test and numerical simulation.
Also, as indicated in Table 2 the obtained specimen properties from the numerical models such as elastic
modulus, Poisson’s ratio, UCS values are nearly similar to the experimental values.
Table 1. Micro properties used to represent the intact rock.
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Model height (mm)

108

Porosity

0.08

Model width (mm)

54

Elastic modulus

170

friction coefficient

0.5

Expansion coefficient
density
Minimum particle diameter

1.2
2200

Tensile strength

0.6

0.1

Tensile strength standard deviation

0.01

1.2

Compressive strength

0.5

0.1

compressive strength standard deviation

0.05

Maximum particle diameter
Material pressure

Table 2. Comparison of macro-mechanical properties between experiments and model
Mechanical properties

Experimental results

PFC2D Model results

Elastic modulus, (GPa)

5

5

Poisson’s ratio

0.18

0.19

UCS, (MPa)
Brazilian tensile strength (MPa)

7.4
1

7.4
1.05

4.3. Numerical compressive Tests on the Non-Persistent Open Joint
After calibration of PFC2D, uniaxial tests for jointed rock were numerically simulated by creating a box model
in the PFC2D (by using the calibrated micro-parameters) (Figs. 15-17). The PFC specimen had the dimensions of
100 mm × 100 mm. A total of 13438 disks with a minimum radius of 0.27 mm were used to make the box
specimen. Two walls exist at the upper and lower of the model. The non-persistent joints were formed by
deletion of bands of particles from the model (Figs. 15-17). In general, the models containing two and three non
– persistent joints were constructed. The small prefabricated crack in this experiment was 1 mm wide and 20
mm long. The large prefabricated crack was 1 mm wide and 40 mm long. The angle of joint with larger length
related to horizontal axis was 0, 30, 60, 90, 120 and 150. Twelve types of Y shape non-persistent joints were
used in this numerical simulation. The crack arrangement and specimen number of each specimen were depicted
in Figs. 15-17. It should be noticed that this joint configuration is similar to experimental one. Upper and lower
walls applied uniaxial force on the model. The compression force was registered by taking the reaction forces on
the upper wall.
4.4. Failure mechanism of numerical model
a) Number of imbedded joints was 1
Fig. 18 shows the failure pattern of specimens consisting one joint with angle of 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90
for both of the crack initiation stage and final stage. The green line and red line are representative of tensile
crack and shear crack, respectively. Fig 19 shows stress versus strain curve for these configurations. When joint
angle was 0, In crack initiation stage (Fig 18a), four tensile cracks initiated from joint wall and propagate
parallel to loading axis. Also, both of the shear and tensile cracks initiated from joint tips. The crack initiation
stress was equal to 2.5 MPa (Fig 19a). In the final stage (Fig 18b), four tensile and shear cracks initiated from
joint tips and distributed diagonally related to loading axis till integrated with sample boundary. In this
configuration, the “v” shape columns of rock were separated from the model. The final stress was equal to 2.85
MPa (Fig 19a).
When joint angle was 15, In crack initiation stage (Fig 18b), two tensile cracks initiated from joint wall and
propagate parallel to loading axis. The crack initiation stress was equal to 2 MPa (Fig 19b). In the final stage
(Fig 18c), four tensile and shear cracks initiated from joint tips and distributed diagonally related to loading axis
till integrated with sample boundary. In this configuration, the “v” shape columns of rock were separated from
the model. The final stress was equal to 2.65 MPa (Fig 19b).
When joint angle was 30, In crack initiation stage (Fig 18e), two tensile cracks initiated from joint wall and
propagate parallel to loading axis. The crack initiation stress was equal to 2.5 MPa (Fig 19c). In the final stage
(Fig 18f), four tensile and shear cracks initiated from joint tips and distributed diagonally related to loading axis
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till integrated with sample boundary. In this configuration, the “v” shape columns of rock were separated from
the model. The final stress was equal to 3.15 MPa (Fig 19c).
When joint angle was 45, In crack initiation stage (Fig 18g), two tensile cracks initiated from joint tip and
propagate parallel to loading axis. The crack initiation stress was equal to 2.8 MPa (Fig 19d). In the final stage
(Fig 18h), four tensile and shear cracks initiated from joint tips and distributed diagonally related to loading axis
till integrated with sample boundary. In this configuration, the “v” shape columns of rock were separated from
the model. The final stress was equal to 3.5 MPa (Fig 19d).
When joint angle was 60, In crack initiation stage (Fig 18i), two tensile cracks initiated from joint wall and
propagate parallel to loading axis. The crack initiation stress was equal to 3MPa (Fig 19e). In the final stage
(Fig 18j), four tensile and shear cracks initiated from joint tips and distributed diagonally related to loading axis
till integrated with sample boundary. In this configuration, the “v” shape columns of rock were separated from
the model. The final stress was equal to 3.5 MPa (Fig 19e).
It’s to be note that, the area of “v” shape column was increased by increasing the joint angle from 0 to 60.
When joint angle was 75, In crack initiation stage (Fig 18k), two tensile cracks initiated from joint tip and
propagate parallel to loading axis. The crack initiation stress was equal to 4 MPa (Fig 19f). In the final stage
(Fig 18l) several shear bands developed in model and lead to failure of the model. In this condition presence of
joint has not any effect on the fracture propagation. The final stress was equal to 4.65 MPa (Fig 19f).
When joint angle was 5, In crack initiation stage (Fig 9m), two tensile cracks initiated from joint tip and
propagate parallel to loading axis. The crack initiation stress was equal to 4.2 MPa (Fig 19g). In the final stage
(Fig 9n) several shear bands developed in model and lead to failure of the model. In this condition presence of
joint has not any effect on the fracture propagation. The final stress was equal to 5.1 MPa (Fig 19g).
In all models, the strain value in maximum stress stage was 3.5*10-4.
b) Number of imbedded joints was 2
Fig. 20 shows the failure pattern of specimens consisting two joints with angle of 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90
for both of the crack initiation stage and final stage. The green line and red line are representative of tensile
crack and shear crack, respectively. Fig 21 shows stress versus strain curve for these configurations. When joint
angle was 0, In crack initiation stage (Fig 20a), four tensile cracks initiated from joint wall and propagate
parallel to loading axis. Also, both of the shear and tensile cracks initiated from joint tips. The crack initiation
stress was equal to 2.7 MPa (Fig 21a). In the final stage (Fig 20b), four tensile and shear cracks initiated from
outer joint tips and distributed diagonally related to loading axis till integrated with sample boundary. In this
configuration, the “v” shape columns of rock were separated from the model. It’s to note that both of the tensile
cracks and shear cracks lead to rock bridge failure. The fish eye mode failure occurs in rock bridge. The final
stress was equal to 3.5 MPa (Fig 21a).
When joint angle was 15, In crack initiation stage (Fig 20c), four tensile cracks initiated from joint tips and
propagate parallel to loading axis. The crack initiation stress was equal to 2.5 MPa (Fig 21b). In the final stage
(Fig 20d), four tensile and shear cracks initiated from outer joint tips and distributed diagonally related to
loading axis till integrated with sample boundary. In this configuration, the “v” shape columns of rock were
separated from the model. It’s to note that both of the tensile cracks and shear cracks lead to rock bridge
failure. The fish eye mode failure occurs in rock bridge. The final stress was equal to 3.25 MPa (Fig 21b).
When joint angle was 30, In crack initiation stage (Fig 20e), four tensile cracks initiated from joint tips and
propagate parallel to loading axis. The crack initiation stress was equal to 3 MPa (Fig 21c). In the final stage
(Fig 20f), four tensile and shear cracks initiated from outer joint tips and distributed diagonally related to
loading axis till integrated with sample boundary. In this configuration, the “v” shape columns of rock were
separated from the model. It’s to note that both of the tensile cracks and shear cracks lead to rock bridge
failure. The fish eye mode failure occurs in rock bridge. The final stress was equal to 3.75 MPa (Fig 21c).
When joint angle was 45, In crack initiation stage (Fig 20g), four tensile cracks initiated from joint tips and
propagate parallel to loading axis. The crack initiation stress was equal to 3.8 MPa (Fig 21d). In the final stage
(Fig 20h), four tensile and shear cracks initiated from outer joint tips and distributed diagonally related to
loading axis till integrated with sample boundary. In this configuration, the “v” shape columns of rock were
separated from the model. It’s to note that both of the tensile cracks and shear cracks lead to rock bridge
failure. The fish eye mode failure occurs in rock bridge. The final stress was equal to 4.2 MPa (Fig 21d).
When joint angle was 60, In crack initiation stage (Fig 20i), four tensile cracks initiated from joint tips and
propagate parallel to loading axis. The crack initiation stress was equal to 4 MPa (Fig 21e). In the final stage
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(Fig 20j), four tensile and shear cracks initiated from outer joint tips and distributed diagonally related to
loading axis till integrated with sample boundary. In this configuration, the “v” shape columns of rock were
separated from the model. It’s to note that both of the tensile cracks and shear cracks lead to rock bridge
failure. The fish eye mode failure occurs in rock bridge. The final stress was equal to 4.5 MPa (Fig 21e).
It’s to be note that, the area of “v” shape column was increased by increasing the joint angle from 0 to 60.
Also, the area of failure surface of rock bridge decreased by increasing the joint angle.
When joint angle was 75, In crack initiation stage (Fig 20k), two tensile cracks initiated from joint tip and
propagate parallel to loading axis. The crack initiation stress was equal to 4.5 MPa (Fig 21f). In the final stage
(Fig 20l) several shear bands developed in model and lead to failure of the model. In this condition presence of
joint has not any effect on the fracture propagation. The final stress was equal to 5 MPa (Fig 21f).
When joint angle was 90, In crack initiation stage (Fig 20m), two tensile cracks initiated from joint tip and
propagate parallel to loading axis. The crack initiation stress was equal to 4.7 MPa (Fig 21g). In the final stage
(Fig 20n) several shear bands developed in model and lead to failure of the model. In this condition presence of
joint has not any effect on the fracture propagation. The final stress was equal to 5.1 MPa (Fig 21g). In all
models, the strain value in maximum stress stage was 4.2*10-4.
c) Number of imbedded joint was 3
Fig. 22 shows the failure pattern of specimens consisting three joint with angle of 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90
for both of the crack initiation stage and final stage. The green line and red line are representative of tensile
crack and shear crack, respectively. Fig 23 shows stress versus strain curve for these configuration. When joint
angle was 0, In crack initiation stage (Fig 22a), six tensile cracks initiated from joint wall and propagate parallel
to loading axis. Also, both of the shear and tensile cracks initiated from joint tips. The crack initiation stress was
equal to 3 MPa (Fig 23a). In the final stage (Fig 22b), four tensile and shear cracks initiated from outer joint tips
and distributed diagonally related to loading axis till integrated with sample boundary. In this configuration, the
“v” shape columns of rock were separated from the model. It’s to note that both of the tensile cracks and shear
cracks lead to rock bridges failure. The fish eye mode failure occur in rock bridges. The final stress was equal to
3.6 MPa (Fig 23a).
When joint angle was 15, In crack initiation stage (Fig 22c), six tensile cracks initiated from joint wall and
propagate parallel to loading axis. Also, both of the shear and tensile cracks initiated from joint tips. The crack
initiation stress was equal to 3 MPa (Fig 23b). In the final stage (Fig 22d), four tensile and shear cracks initiated
from outer joint tips and distributed diagonally related to loading axis till integrated with sample boundary. In
this configuration, the “v” shape columns of rock were separated from the model. It’s to note that both of the
tensile cracks and shear cracks lead to rock bridges failure. The fish eye mode failure occur in rock bridges. The
final stress was equal to 3.65 MPa (Fig 23b).
When joint angle was 30, In crack initiation stage (Fig 22e), six tensile cracks initiated from joint wall and
propagate parallel to loading axis. Also, both of the shear and tensile cracks initiated from joint tips. The crack
initiation stress was equal to 3.2 MPa (Fig 23c). In the final stage (Fig 22f), four tensile and shear cracks
initiated from outer joint tips and distributed diagonally related to loading axis till integrated with sample
boundary. In this configuration, the “v” shape columns of rock were separated from the model. It’s to note that
both of the tensile cracks and shear cracks lead to rock bridges failure. The fish eye mode failure occur in rock
bridges. The final stress was equal to 3.75 MPa (Fig 23c).
When joint angle was 45, In crack initiation stage (Fig 22g), six tensile cracks initiated from joint wall and
propagate parallel to loading axis. Also, both of the shear and tensile cracks initiated from joint tips. The crack
initiation stress was equal to 3.8 MPa (Fig 23d). In the final stage (Fig 22h), four tensile and shear cracks
initiated from outer joint tips and distributed diagonally related to loading axis till integrated with sample
boundary. In this configuration, the “v” shape columns of rock were separated from the model. It’s to note that
both of the tensile cracks and shear cracks lead to rock bridges failure. The fish eye mode failure occur in rock
bridges. The final stress was equal to 4.25 MPa (Fig 23d).
When joint angle was 60, In crack initiation stage (Fig 22i), six tensile cracks initiated from joint wall and
propagate parallel to loading axis. Also, both of the shear and tensile cracks initiated from joint tips. The crack
initiation stress was equal to 4 MPa (Fig 23e). In the final stage (Fig 22j), four tensile and shear cracks initiated
from outer joint tips and distributed diagonally related to loading axis till integrated with sample boundary. In
this configuration, the “v” shape columns of rock were separated from the model. It’s to note that both of the
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tensile cracks and shear cracks lead to rock bridges failure. The fish eye mode failure occur in rock bridges. The
final stress was equal to 4.5 MPa (Fig 23e).
It’s to be note that, the area of “v” shape column was increased by increasing the joint angle from 0 to 60.
Also, the area of failure surface of rock bridge decreased by increasing the joint angle.
When joint angle was 75, In crack initiation stage (Fig 22k), two tensile cracks initiated from joint tip and
propagate parallel to loading axis. The crack initiation stress was equal to 4.5 MPa (Fig 23f). In the final stage
(Fig 22l) several shear bands developed in model and lead to failure of the model. In this condition presence of
joint has not any effect on the fracture propagation. The final stress was equal to 4.9 MPa (Fig 23f).
When joint angle was 90, In crack initiation stage (Fig 22m), two tensile cracks initiated from joint tip and
propagate parallel to loading axis. The crack initiation stress was equal to 4.5 MPa (Fig 23g). In the final stage
(Fig 22n) several shear bands developed in model and lead to failure of the model. In this condition presence of
joint has not any effect on the fracture propagation. The final stress was equal to 5 MPa (Fig 23g).
In all models, the strain value in maximum stress stage was 4.8*10-4. It can be concluded that the strain value in
maximum stress stage increased by increasing the joint number.
By comparison between Figs 9-11 and Figs 18, 20 and 22, It can be concluded that failure pattern is similar in
both of the experimental test and numerical simulation.
4.5 The effect of oriented plane angle and joint angle on the strength of samples
Fig 24 shows the effect of joint angle on the strength of models. This figure was presented for three joint
number. The strength of samples was increased by increasing the joint angle. The minimum of compressive
strength occurs when joint angle was 30. The strength of sample was increased by increasing the joint number.
By comparison between Fig 12 and Fig 24 It can be concluded that failure strength is nearly similar in both of the
experimental test and numerical simulation.

Conclusion
Experimental and discrete element methods were used to investigate the effects of joints number and
joint angle on the failure behaviour of rock pillars under uniaxial compressive test. Gypsum samples with
dimension of 200 mm×200 mm×50 mm were prepared. The compressive strength of model material was
Within the specimen, imbeded joint were provided. The joint lengthn was 6 cm. in constant joint length,
the number of joints were one, two an three. In experimental test, the angle of diagonal plane related to
horizontal axis were 0, 30, 60 and 90 degree. In numerical test, the angle of diagonal plane related to
horizontal axis were 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90 degree. The axial load was applied to the model by rate
of 0.05 mm/min. the results show that:
When joint angle was less than 75
When joint angle was 15, two tensile wing cracks initiated from outer joint tips and distributed diagonally
related to loading axis till integrated with boundaries of sample. Also, two wing cracks initiated from inner
joint tips and propagates diagonally till integrated with the hole wall. Two vertical tensile cracks initiated
from the joint walls and propagate parallel to loading axis till integrated with sample boundary. When
joint angle was 30, one tensile wing cracks initiated from outer tip of left joint and distributed diagonally
related to loading axis till integrated with boundaries of sample. Also, two vertical tensile cracks initiated
from the joint walls and propagate parallel to loading axis till integrated with sample boundary. When
joint angle was 45, one tensile wing cracks initiated from outer tip of right joint and distributed diagonally
related to loading axis till integrated with boundaries of sample. Also, two vertical tensile cracks initiated
from the joint walls and propagate parallel to loading axis till integrated with sample boundary. In this
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conditions, the rock bridges were broken during the test. Failure surface was smooth without pulverized
material. This is representative of tensile crack.
When joint angle was more than 75
In crack initiation stage, two tensile cracks initiated from joint tip and propagate parallel to loading axis.
In the final stage, several shear bands developed in model and lead to failure of the model. In this
condition presence of joint has not any effect on the fracture propagation.
The area of “v” shape column was increased by increasing the joint angle from 0 to 60.
The area of failure surface of rock bridge decreased by increasing the joint angle.
The strain value in maximum stress stage increased by increasing the joint number.
The wing crack angle related to joint plane decrease by increasing the joint angle.
The strength of samples was increased by increasing the joint angle.
The minimum of compressive strength occurs when joint angle was 30.
The strength of sample was increased by increasing the joint number.
The failure pattern is similar in both of the experimental test and numerical simulation.
Failure strength is similar in both of the experimental test and numerical simulation.
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Figures

Figure 1
a) the frame with dimension of 200mm× 200mm × 100mm, a special plastic fiber with dimension of
200mm × 200 mm × 100 mm was put into the frame, the shim inside the plastic fiber, b) adjustment the
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wooden box inside the frame, c) adjustment the shim inside the frame, d) slurry inside the box, e) the
aluminum sheet is removed from the mold.

Figure 2
Three echelon joints with angle of; a) 15, b) 30, c) 45; oriented plane angle was equal to 30.
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Figure 3
Three echelon joints with angle of; a) 15, b) 30, c) 45; oriented plane angle was equal to 45.

Figure 4
three echelon joints with angle of; a) 15, b) 30, c) 45; oriented plane angle was equal to 60.
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Figure 5
Three echelon joints with angle of; a) 15, b) 30, c) 45; oriented plane angle was equal to 30.
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Figure 6
Three echelon joints with angle of; a) 15, b) 30, c) 45; oriented plane angle was equal to 45.

Figure 7
Three echelon joints with angle of; a) 15, b) 30, c) 45; oriented plane angle was equal to 60.
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Figure 8
Specimen are placed between the plates of the loading machine.
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Figure 9
Failure pattern in specimens containing one joint with angle of; a) 0, b) 30, c) 60, d) 90.
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Figure 10
Failure pattern in specimens containing two joints with angle of; a) 0, b) 30, c) 60, d) 90.
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Figure 11
Failure pattern in specimens containing three echelon joints with angle of; a) 15, b) 30, c) 45; oriented
plane angle was equal to 60.

Figure 12
the effect of joint angle on the strength of models.

Figure 13
behavior of the grain-bonding system, Potyondy and Cundall 2004.
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Figure 14
a) Experimental compression test, b) numerical compression test, c) experimental Brazilian test and d)
numerical Brazilian test, e) axial force versus axial strain for numerical uniaxial compressive test, f) axial
force versus axial strain for numerical Brazilian test.
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Figure 15
Three echelon joints with angle of; a) 15, b) 30, c) 45; oriented plane angle was equal to 30.
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Figure 16
Three echelon joints with angle of; a) 15, b) 30, c) 45; oriented plane angle was equal to 30.
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Figure 17
Three echelon joints with angle of; a) 15, b) 30, c) 45; oriented plane angle was equal to 30.
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Figure 18
Crack evolution in specimen containing one joint during the two stages of the loading; a) crack initiation
stress for joint angle of 0, b) peak stress for joint angle of 0, c) crack initiation stress for joint angle of 15,
d) peak stress for joint angle of 15, e) crack initiation stress for joint angle of 30, f) peak stress for joint
angle of 30, g) crack initiation stress for joint angle of 45, h) peak stress for joint angle of 45, i) crack
initiation stress for joint angle of 60, j) peak stress for joint angle of 60, k) crack initiation stress for joint
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angle of 75, l) peak stress for joint angle of 75, m) crack initiation stress for joint angle of 90, n) peak
stress for joint angle of 90,

Figure 19
Variation of axial stress versus strain in specimen containing one joint with angle of; a) 0, b)15, c) 30, d)
45, e) 60, f) 75, g) 90,
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Figure 20
Crack evolution in specimen containing two joint during the two stages of the loading; a) crack initiation
stress for joint angle of 0, b) peak stress for joint angle of 0, c) crack initiation stress for joint angle of 15,
d) peak stress for joint angle of 15, e) crack initiation stress for joint angle of 30, f) peak stress for joint
angle of 30, g) crack initiation stress for joint angle of 45, h) peak stress for joint angle of 45, i) crack
initiation stress for joint angle of 60, j) peak stress for joint angle of 60, k) crack initiation stress for joint
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angle of 75, l) peak stress for joint angle of 75, m) crack initiation stress for joint angle of 90, n) peak
stress for joint angle of 90,

Figure 21
Variation of axial stress versus strain in specimen containing one joint with angle of; a) 0, b)15, c) 30, d)
45, e) 60, f) 75, g) 90,
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Figure 22
Crack evolution in specimen containing two joint during the two stages of the loading; a) crack initiation
stress for joint angle of 0, b) peak stress for joint angle of 0, c) crack initiation stress for joint angle of 15,
d) peak stress for joint angle of 15, e) crack initiation stress for joint angle of 30, f) peak stress for joint
angle of 30, g) crack initiation stress for joint angle of 45, h) peak stress for joint angle of 45, i) crack
initiation stress for joint angle of 60, j) peak stress for joint angle of 60, k) crack initiation stress for joint
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angle of 75, l) peak stress for joint angle of 75, m) crack initiation stress for joint angle of 90, n) peak
stress for joint angle of 90,

Figure 23
Variation of axial stress versus strain in specimen containing one joint with angle of; a) 0, b)15, c) 30, d)
45, e) 60, f) 75, ; g) 90,
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Figure 24
the effect of joint angle on the strength of models.
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